Discover Cloud Native and Kubernetes Data Protection

- Discover unprotected Kubernetes deployments
- Orchestrate protection policies across distributed applications
- Protect cloud native applications, databases and persistent data
- Backup directly to enterprise-grade protection storage
- Point-in-time recovery of Kubernetes volumes and namespaces

Customers need to protect containerized databases as they expand their operations on Kubernetes.

Providing simple data management for our customers who run and develop databases and applications on their chosen data services in Kubernetes.

Based on research by Vanson Bourne commissioned by Dell Technologies, “Global Data Protection Index 2021 Snapshot,” carried out February–March, 2021. Results were derived from a total of 1,000 IT decision makers worldwide from both private and public organizations with 250+ employees.

Dell Technologies PowerProtect Data Manager

Customer needs:
- Customers need to protect containerized databases as they expand their operations on Kubernetes.
- 70% of organizations investing or planning to invest in cloud native applications are struggling to find data protection for them.*